
Barbell Maintenance  

 

 

Thank you for purchasing your Loaded Lifting Barbell.  

A barbell should last a lifetime if its cared for and used appropriately. Please take the time 

to read through this guide to learn how to care for your bar to avoid premature failure.   

BEFORE FIRST USE 

When you first unbox your barbell, you will have noticed an oil type slick on it. This is preservation 

oil to prevent oxidization (rust) post manufacturing. This is fairly simple to remove. All you need is an 

old rag and some kind of hydrocarbon such as mineral turpentine or methylated spirits which most 

households will generally have around. Make sure you use safety gloves that will not allow 

absorption (e.g. nylon) and pour some of the hydrocarbon onto a rag. Rub the bar over a good few 

times until you can’t feel the preservation oil. While this is not crucial as over multiple session the 

sweat from your palms and chalk will eventually take care of it, it is ideal to avoid barbell slippage 

during the lifts. 

 

CARE AND MAINTENANCE  

There are 2 main sections of the barbell that will require attention: 

1. The knurling 

2. The bearings 

The Knurling 

The knurling on a barbell is there to provide your palms with a friction surface to increase the force a 

lifter can apply to a barbell with their grip. A little chalk on the palms will prevent the sweat from 

being a factor of the barbell slipping through their grip. This is mostly as the chalk will absorb your 

sweat. Over a session the knurling will collect chalk and overtime if its left to build up can allow 

corrosion (or rust) to start and also reduce the feel of the knurl in your hands . To prevent this from 

happening a simple wire brush used in a diagonal direction with the knurl will clear out chalk and 

debris collected. You can do this after every use or at the least when ever you notice it start to build 

up.   

The Bearings 

Just like all mechanical components that have rotating parts, whether it’s your car, lawn mower, 

bicycle, your child’s skateboard or even your barbell, they all have one thing in common, load 

bearing surfaces. You will have come across the term bearings at some point in time. Simply 

explained, bearings are designed to reduce loading and friction forces between 2 mechanical 

components. To extend the life cycle of a bearing, it will need lubrication which when appropriately 

applied prevents metal on metal contact via a film of oil (generally speaking).  

Loaded Lifting power barbells will have 4 brass bushing bearings, 2 on each end of the barbells 

sleeve (where the plates are loaded onto). These barbells are designed to handle heavy loads while 

performing slower lifts that don’t require much rotational force on the barbell e.g. squat bench and 

deadlifts. These bars are also heat treated to allow significantly less flex and more load to be 

handled. 



Barbell Maintenance  

 

Loaded Lifting olympic barbells will have 8 needle bearings (4 in each sleeve) and the above-

mentioned brass bushing bearings. These barbells are designed for the olympic lifts which required 

the sleeves of the bar (where the weight is loaded onto) to spin more efficiently due to the dynamic 

nature of the snatch and clean. Thus, the extra needle bearings to aid in rotational force. 

Depending on how frequently your bar is used will determine how often to lubricate it. However, to 

keep things simple, once a month is more than enough and the process to do so is the same for both 

types of bars. All you need is a type of aerosol lubricant (CRC, WD40 etc…) with its nozzle 

attachment (for accurate application) and some type of old rag to absorb excess lubricant. While the 

bar is sitting across your rack as if you were to squat or bench press, spray the lubricant with 1 hand 

while spinning the sleeve with the other. All you need is about 3 to 5 burst of spray while spinning 

the sleeves. Work the sleeves by rotating them for a good 1 minute after and that should be 

sufficient to maintain longevity. 

 

 


